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Since the U.S. subprime crisis triggered by financial turmoil continued to spread and 
deepen, sub-prime crisis has evolved into a global financial crisis from 2007. As the 
second largest U.S. subprime mortgage firm, New Century Financial filed for its 
bankruptcy protection, which made a domino effect for the market. Then U.S. 
sub-prime mortgage companies had been bankrupt one by one, and share price of the 
listing sub-prime mortgage companies was almost straight line down. It resulted in a 
financial market panic. It was an undoubted fact that the wide spread of the U.S. 
sub-prime crisis was the most important economic events in 2008, and this financial 
crisis still developed in 2009. Because the international financial market changed 
rapidly, and great uncertainty enveloped the world, it was hard to tell where the 
crisis would lead to, when this crisis would terminate, and what the U.S. subprime 
mortgage crisis happened for. In the false prosperity of the American Sub-prime 
mortgage, by means of securitization of housing loans, some banks and financial 
institutions transferred risks to investors for their own interests. They lowered down 
their threshold of credit intentionally or unintentionally, leading to the increased 
system risks for banks, and financial market. On the other hand, the performance of 
credit rating agencies could not shirk their responsibilities in this sub-prime crisis. 
The public questioned the performance of credit rating agencies during the crisis. 
Why the United States, the highly developed country, let the sub-prime crisis 
evolved into the financial crisis? 
 
Under the impact of the decline in the U.S. real estate market, global real estate 
market is also suffering the same winter as the U.S. real estate market. The U.S. 
sub-prime crisis has alarmed to China in the economy running high. It is extremely 
important to study the influence of the U.S. sub-prime crisis on the global real estate 
market, analyze challenges of its macroeconomic regulation theory for Chinese 














withdrawal of capital from China real estate market. By means of summarizing these 
experiences and drawing lessons, the government could make an improvement from 
the credit supervision, and achieve to securitize commercial banks and stabilize the 
housing price, which have great benefits to make our financial markets and the real 
estate market develop more healthily. 
 
This paper was divided into three parts. By implementing theories of finance, risk 
management and other relevant theoretical knowledge, the first part describes the 
concept of sub-prime crisis and the background of sub-prime crisis, and analyses of 
the causes of sub-prime crisis. The second part gives a detailed analysis of the 
sub-prime crisis impacts on the global real estate market. The third part of this paper 
demonstrates that the crisis has brought us not only a profound lesson, but also many 
useful insights. Confronting to the current financial innovation, we should not stop 
because of sub-prime crisis impacts. We should strengthen financial supervision, 
improve the real estate market system, establish the real estate market detection 
system, and make a reasonable early warning system. 
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第一章  美国次贷危机成因探究 
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